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Gauge:

Use a small enough hook so your stitches

are tight and stuffing doesn’t show through;

usually this means a hook several sizes

smaller than recommended.

Size: Approximately 5 inches depending on

hook and yarn and tension.

Skill Level:

Materials:

Crochet hook size 3.50 mm

Love this cotton in Glowing (orange) Apple

green (green)

Fiberfill

Yarn needle

Stitch marker

Rattle insert (optional)

Abbreviations:

Ch= chain

SC= single crochet

FLO=front loop only

BLO= back loop only

Dec=decrease

Inc= increase

St=Stitch
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Sts=Stitches

Ss=slip stitch

Rnd=round

MR=Magic ring

Sc2tog=single crochet 2 together

How to Invisible Decrease Single Crochet

(sc2tog) for Beginners

(repeat between brackets)

Let's get started 🥕

Starting from the bottom of the carrot

up to the top with Orange. Start with a

MR.

Rnd 1* 4 sc in MR (4)

Rnd 2* (inc, sc) repeat 2 times (6)

Rnd 3* (inc, sc) repeat 3 times (9)

Rnd 4* (inc, 2 sc) repeat 3 times (12)

Rnd 5* (inc, 3 sc) repeat 3 times (15)

Rnd 6* sc in each st (15)

Rnd 7* (inc, 4 sc) repeat 3 times (18)

Rnd 8* sc in each st (18)

Rnd 9* (inc, 5 sc) repeat 3 times (21)

Rnd 10* sc in each st (21)

Rnd 11* (inc, 6 sc) repeat 3 times (24)

Rnd 12-13* sc in each st (24)

If you would like to make it larger add

more rounds here.

Rnd 14* (4 sc, dec) repeat 4 times (20)

Rnd 15* sc in each st (20)

Rnd 16* (3 sc, dec) repeat 4 times (16)

Stuff, add rattle insert

Rnd 17* (2 sc, dec) repeat 4 times (12)
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=noQLaLxarX8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=noQLaLxarX8


Stuff

Rnd 18* BLO ( sc, sc2tog) repeat 4

times (8) Fasten off leaving a long tail

and using your needle to close

remaining stitches in the front loops.

Weave in the end.

Carrot Greens 🥕

Holding upside down and with Green

join in any front loop stitch from rnd 18.
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Rnd 1* ss in the same st as the join, ss in

the next st, ch 2, (ss in the next 2 sts, ch

2) repeat leaving the last ch 2 unworked.

We will continue with rnd 2*

(12) and (6 ch 2’s)

Working only in the ch 2 spaces

Rnd 2* with the ch 2 on your hook. Ss in

the first ch 2 space (ch 14, starting from

the 2nd ch from the hook sc in the first
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ch st, 2 sc in each ch st down the chain,

ss to join in the next ch 2 space) repeat

until you have 6 carrot green tops. Ss in

the same (last) ch 2 space.

Fasten off weave in the end

That's it! 🥕.
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